COLOR INSPIRATION NO.29:
LAVENDER, TOFFEE, CORIANDER,
SAFFRON,
&
ORCHIL
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Lilac hues have been around for
some seasons, and we have seen
much use in digital visualiza)ons
during the past months.
The recent increasing use
shouldn't come as a surprise,
taking into considera)on that
Lavender oOen has strong
connec)ons to quali)es, such as
caring, being emo)onal, and
nurturing.
Warm Toﬀee, again a nourishing
hue, reminds of hot chocolate
and a light shiO of temperatures,
now that we had the ﬁrst signals
of an ending summer. It's hard to
imagine that Brown is the least
popular hue in Color Psychology
(the color is oOen associated with
poverty and decay), given its
proximity to nature, soil, and
wood.
Coriander is a lively color and
symbolizes renewal and growth
within the family of Greens. The
green spectrum is broad; we have
seen many manifesta)ons during
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this year, from acid tones to khaki
and Versace green (who can
forget JLo's catwalk?). Green has
helped to feel more connected to
nature during the months we had
to stay home.
Saﬀron is derived from the
Arabic word Zaﬀaran. It is a color
that symbolizes the path of
enlightening or new beginnings,
such as in Hinduism. The Hindu
scriptures a_ribute saﬀron with
sacriﬁce, salva)on, and the quest
for wisdom or light. It's also
considered a sacred color that
plays a signiﬁcant role in
medita)on for relaxing the body
and soul.
Orchil is made from lichens. The
secret of orchil produc)on seems
to have been lost to the West
un)l the 14th century when an
Italian merchant used lichens to
dye wools and silks. His discovery
made him rich. Con)nue reading
on page 8.
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Award-winning Valencia-based
design studio
@mascrea)onsworld run by Ana
and Chris creates furniture and
experiences that ask to observe
carefully their digital presence.
The unusual use of color
belongs to their signature style.
So does their statement: As a
child we always were rebellious.
We were one of these kids that

Design

ran away from home, stubborn
un9l we got what we want and
more in search of doing what we
couldn’t do than what we were
allowed to do. That rebellion
during the years has been
converted in our unconformity
with common things and has been
our drive to challenge ourselves
and the people working with us
every 9me we have the
opportunity.

@mascrea9onsworld

Visualiza9on Courtesy by Mas Crea9ons
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Editorial

Reﬁnery29

Photography

Courtesy by Jamie Nelson
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Designer

Sicky Mag

Photography Courtesy by Chens

Here goes some extra informa)on
on Orchil: This is a dark red-purple
dye, made from lichens which is
not a single organism but isually
two, typically a fungus and an alga
(so much on vigue now in color
applica)ons). They live in a
symbio)c rela)onship which
comes across as that close it takes

a microscope to dis)nguish one
from the other. Lichens can be
used to make dye. At the
beginning, when s)ll sijng on a
rock, it doesn’t look too a_rac)ve.
It weas an ardous work for
centuries, but even modern
recipes, require up to 28 days to
produce the right color now.

Designers

@masquespacio_ana | @masquespacio_chris

Brand

Hou9que

Visualiza9on

Courtesy by Hou9que
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